
Reply to Comment (mdpi.com/2571-8789/4/3/45) on mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/4/64. 

In a published objection (Ref.) to my 2018 paper showing increased terrain also upped soil 

organic carbon (SOC) stocks >8,580 Gt, some proponents of French 4p1000 franchise claim:- 

“This striking result suggests that current estimates of global SOC are four to six times too low”. 

Thus they support SOC stocks of ~1,417–2,145 Gt. This is surprising as one of the three authors 

had previously published (Heiderer & Köchy 2011: 50, tabs. 11,18) a SOC value of 2,469.5 Gt to 

just 1 m. So, unless a joke, their assertion is blatantly wrong and confoundingly contradictory. 

What’s it to be? Which is correct: 1,417 as per 4per1000 or 2,469.5 Gt SOC as per Heiderer? 

One or neither when IPCC (2019: 2-97) has >3,300 Gt for 1 m? And how about deeper soil or 

glomalin whence other authors have >10,000 Gt (Ref.). Also, incidentally, what about terrain? 

They state: “We fully agree that the Earth is not flat...”; however, they have neither the 

courage nor conviction to actually state how non-flat they reckon it is. That’s not good enough! 

Now they admit this they are obliged to correct or retract (or withdraw?) sources with false 

information, for example the 4p1000.org manifesto that claims: “If we take the land area of 

the world as 149 million km2 [= 14.9 Gha on a flat-Earth], it would be estimated that on 

average there are 161 tonnes of SOC per hectare” yet falsely report global SOC of just 1,500 Gt 

(viz. web.archive.org/web/20191205162521/https://www.4p1000.org/ 27th May, 2020). 

Furthermore, their unrealistic, even childish, figure 1 used to justify their weak argument is 

flawed because they seem to fail to comprehend that changing shape invariably changes area:- 

 

Figure 1. Invariability of soil volume changing with sample quadrat shape, exemplified tilting soil tipper or dump-

truck and shifting goalposts. Nobody measures their fake “Dslope” depth. Further details are provided in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Idealized soil sampling for bulk density, % carbon and total SOC. Shifting shape 

invariably changes area. An Asian tamanoren bead-curtain of length L, if tilted 48° (red angle 

arrow) due to gravity reduces its planimetric footprint by a third from Lslope = Lplane / cos(σ) but 

not its composition: Albeit compressed, also offset. Properly leveled, the conceptual curtain’s 

footprint ups +50%. Soil core samples – like bead-strings – are always vertical to depth. Plus 

sigmoid curvature and tortuosity (green) along a natural slope’s Y-axis transect may stretch its 

true surface area by another +50%, or +100% overall. Any up slope has an equal down slope 

somewhere to further double this effect. As most land on Earth is demonstrably non-flat, all 

biome calculations henceforth require recalibration for real topographical surface areas. Not for 

first time, French arrougance is defeated by simple red angle arrows (or Welsh ones). 

To justify objection to my paper, as if in some wondrous revelation, they say: “The main reason 

for this is that the observations used to calculate SOC are done vertically and not 

perpendicularly to the ground”. All it reveals is massive arrougance and ignorance as we all 

already know this. Alone or with my soil ecology students I have collected many 1,000s of soil 

samples for analysis and, if they had actually bothered to read my paper they would realize, it 

is clearly stated that all samples are taken: “perpendicular to the centre of the Earth” 

(Blakemore, 2018). If they actually read the paper they may also discover soil increase is not 

just to allow for terrain or depth, rather soil bulk density compliance compels SOC revision. 

Earlier last year (in 2019) a scandal reported in Le Monde about scientists being listed by 

M0NSANT0 as supporters of toxic GLYPH0SATE biocide. The Director General of INRA, Olivier 

LE GALL (= Olivier the Irritating in main purple box), was the most prominent -

www.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2019/05/09/fichier-monsanto-le-monde-porte-

plainte_5460196_3244.html! So we can see how venal science can be and how much courage 

& integrity it takes to work for true unbiased & unbought Science. 
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An easy credibility test of whether scientists are independent or venal is for them to clearly 

state that a goal to increase soil organic carbon is best served by restoration of organic farming. 

If they cannot publicly state that agrichemicals, e.g. synthetic fertilizers & biocides, are a 

known danger for life of all Nature then they are not to be trusted. My earlier paper supported 

the scientific evidence concluding that “Persistence with failing chemical agriculture makes 

neither ecological nor economic sense”. It only makes political or economic self-interest sense 

if an organization gets paid to support chemical companies. Of note is that the main objector 

and his student co-author’s French government organization, INRA, closely collaborates with 

German Bayer AG (formerly IG-Farben, M0NSANT0 as sellers of toxic/carcinogenic non-organic 

no-till chemicals), according to its website (www.bayer.fr/agriculture-societe): “En France, 

nous travaillons en étroite coopération avec des équipes universitaires et des organismes de 

recherche comme l’INRA (Institut national de la recherche agronomique)...”  

Political initiatives such as French 4p1000 (https://www.4p1000.org/governance): “launched 

on 1 December 2015 by Stéphane Le Foll [= Steve the Fool], then French Minister of Agriculture” 

who is quoted by Bayer as their greatest of French allies in supporting their poison products 

(https://web.archive.org/web/20200917092302/https://www.bayer.com/en/file/14016/down

load?token=i_uifwAB ) are highly dubious when their leaders are openly promoting chemicals. 

Whilst giving fantastic ammunition for ocean researchers to show soil is irrelevant, an obvious 

political/financial advantage to 4p1000 arguing for really low initial SOC value of 1,417 Gt is 

that when it is (surely) proven larger they can claim all the credit... C’est la vie; plus ça change. 

 

Attached “Background Appendix” includes initial contact and exchanges from June, 2019-2020. 

-oOo- 
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Correspondence for author’s Reply (sent 26
th
 July 2019) to Comment (sent 23

rd
 July) that after 

two months at the end of September still awaits reply from the anonymous MDPI bacademic 

editor, even as Mt Blanc becomes Mt Noir - www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-49820542.  

Update: June 2020 now a year later and still no satisfaction. The editior’s details are at bottom. 

 

Emails (this is where the saga started in June 2019...): 

 

“your paper in MDPI Soil System 
Inbox x 

 

Dominique Arrouays <dominique.arrouays@inra.fr> 

 

28 Jun 
2019, 
21:18 

  
 

to me, Songchao 

 
 

Dear colleague, 

In your excellent paper published in MDPI soil system: "Non-Flat Earth 
Recalibrated for Terrain and Topsoil" you come to the conclusion that SOC 
stocks are 4 times higher than currently esimated. 

Indeed we published a paper in this sense (under-estimation linked to not taking 
into account the relief), but then, thinking thoroughly about how SOC are 
measured, we came to the conclusion that our calculations were false, and we 
decided to retract the paper. (see both attached). 

We are wondering if you could envisage a corrigendum of your paper regarding 
your conclusions about SOC. 

Indeed this paper was like a 'bomb' in the SOC community, especially the 
community working under the 4 per mille inititiative. 

Basically people might react saying, "if all your estimates about SOC stocks are 
false, why bother us with increasing them by such a small amount?" 

We've been asked by some people of this community to wtrite a letter to the 
editor, but we think it is more fair to first talk to you and see if you may prefer to 
correct by yourself. 

In case, you feel that we are wrong, (and you have fully the right to think this, 
there no science if there is no controversy!), we'll write a short letter to the editor 
about these conclusions. 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-49820542


In brief, we'll say that we think that most of the other parts of your paper are 
nice, but that the conclusions about SOC estimates are false and we'll make the 
demonstration as we did in the retracted paper. 

Thank you in advance for your reply. 

All the best 

Dominique & Songchao 

 

2 Attachments 
  

 Robert Blakemore <rob.blakemore@gmail.com> 

 

28 Jun 
2019, 
22:36 

  
 

to Dominique 

 
 

Hello Dominique, 
This is a surprising message, it seems almost like a threat from someone I do 
not know. Especially your comment "We've been asked by some people of this 
community to wtrite a letter to the editor".  What people? Who exactly? 
As I say I do not know you and do not know your background. Personally I have 
taken many soil core samples for carbon analysis and they are always based 
upon a flat surface. These are then multiplied by the area under study, again flat, 
planimetric area. Sorry I did not know about your paper when I submitted my 
drafts. And there seem very few prior studies. You do not seem to quote any 
and, after much research, I found only a few (e.g. Ying et al. 2014). 
Some points are that your paper gives a SOC total to 1 m depth of (699 + 718 
=) 1,417 Gt yet the latest published IPCC report (WG1AR5, 2013)  itself has a total 
SOC (including permafrost) of more than twice this at 3,500–4,800 Gt SOC (but 
perhaps to 3 m depth). They also admit to omitting peatlands with ~644 Gt of C. 
Their total, reasonably doubled for terrain, is then 7,000–9,600 Gt SOC. Which 
is in bounds of my totals. And the inclusion of deeper soil is valid as earthworms, 
the great admixers of the earth, easily burrow to 3 m and up to 15 m depth in 
some soils.   
 
Your retraction paper (and I wonder just who forced you to retract that....) has 
an error in that you clearly show undulation in your upper Fig. 1. Then this chord 
length is of course longer than the flat projection length (and soil depth is not 
really even as you show, it tends to be eroded from peaks and deposited in 
troughs, with loess being sometimes many 100s metres deep. You were correct 
the first time. In fact you may compare to corrugated surfaces as in my Figure 
A3. You may also note that through out the paper I emphasize that the actual 
surface area relates to topography and microrelief cumulatively. In fact, I 
recommend at least three levels of observation at the metre, decimentre or 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WG1AR5_Chapter06_FINAL.pdf


centimetre, and millimeter scales all being added. Please think of the scale of 
an earthworm cast that is itself enriched in carbon.  
 
Sorry but your initial paper having just 1 km resolution or, at best, 90 m just do 
not represent the real on-the-ground situation (Ying et al. 2014 also showed this 
to be totally unrepresentative of the true terrain. It needs to be 1 m or less 
resolution (i.e. LiDAR or laser). Anyway all this detail is in my paper, with 
justifications, and while there are some mistakes that were incidentally 
introduced that I am working on correction now, the basis and arguments stand 
I think. 
 
What I did suggest is that someone with the resources should actually plot the 
true terrain of a plot of land, such as Samos in Greece or Mt Fuji in Japan. I 
know many land surfaces appear flat (e.g. Nebraska) but always there is slight 
pitch and at higher magnification always undulation and micro-relief. Only water 
is flat. 
 
I hope this reply answers some of your concerns and I further hope you have 
the courtesy to tell me exactly who suggested you do this to me and to yourself. 
 
Surely as Scientists the quest is for truth first (and the $$ later perhaps if we are 
lucky). Any errors must be immediately corrected with full justification based on 
new knowledge. Sorry again, but I think you will find it difficult to argue that the 
land on Earth is flat.... 
Regards, 
RB 
 
  

 
Dominique Arrouays <dominique.arrouays@inra.fr> 

 

29 Jun 
2019, 
01:42 

  
 

to Songchao, me 

 
 

Dear Robert, 
 
Thanks for your response. 
 
I think there is a misunderstanding from your part, I'm not threatening you at all, 
I'm discussing science in an honest way. 
 
And I'm not going to denounce anybody except myself ; if you know about SOC 
you're supposed to know the community of people trying to estimate SOCs. If 
you don't know my background, I guess that you did not make a lot of 
reference research about SOC estimates in the literature. I'm neither doing 
you someting nor blaming you, I just wanted to engage a discussion. [What?! 



No I as a Soil Ecologist never heard of you because you are not a published in 
that field. Just yet another chemist or engineer who, by definition, is unqualified 
to comment on Ecology]. 
Nearly all papers agree that SOCS down to 1m is about 1500 Gt, to 2 m about 
2400 and to 3 m about 3000-4000. This is not the question. I agree also with 
your remark about peats that have been underestimated. The question is that 
SOCS are generally estimated to a fixed depth and measured vertically 
nor perpendicularly to the surface. 
[Duh! Yeah, I know ...: Blakemore (2018b: 19, tab. 6)[1] had already stated: “Tangible sub-

samples are taken on the ground at fixed core sample volumes with a constant planimetric area (cm−2 or 

m−2 perpendicular to the centre of the Earth) and then multiplied by a biome’s area, thus mass may be 

adjusted to comply only by adding biome area by adding terrain/topsoil relief.”  If you had bothered 
to read it before you started mouthing off then you may have known this too]. 
I truely agree that the earth is not flat. I would even say that even water and the 
sea are not flat because there are waves and also the moon attraction effect, 
but their total volume do not change! I agree also that there is some 
redistribution with erosion and deposition, I agree about earthworms too, but the 
question is not there. 
[What!? Only an idiot would say the sea is not flat. Ever heard of “sea-level”? So 
the ocean may be more than just claimed 70% of Earth’s surface?? Maybe 99% 
or maybe >250%? This shows how stupid unthinking idiots say stupid 
things...Even NASA/NOAA, who lie, do not try to claim ocean surface >27Gha]. 
 
You do not, and you cannot, quantify all these redistribution effects only by 
showing a DEM. [False: I didn’t say this! You fantastically made it up to say just 
DEM. I said Bulk Density required more SOC, amongst other factors]. 
 
May be you're right in your global estimates (who knows? But down to which 
depth? You do not specify this, because you simply cannot). Only an idiot would 
claim soil is only 1 m deep (as 4p1000 does). Some such as rendzinas are only 
a few cm whereas permafrost extends to 1.5 km!; all my data is based upon 
published estimates, some to 3m some to “depth of soil” or depth of peat.  
 
In fact, you simply cannot prove anything on SOC by using only a DEM, even if 
it were millimetric. It looks like the paradox of measuring a coastline that can be 
considered nearly infinite when you increase the details of its drawing. [Yeah, 
as I show in my Blakemore (2018b:  figure A4, again, if you had bothered to actually 
read my paper rather than mouth off using just your flat/narrow imagination!]. 
This is what I want to say. May be you're right in your global figures if you 
consider soils down to 100m, but your demonstration using a fine DEM is false 
and misleading. This is what I'm saying. Considering the retraction of my paper, 
you'll notice that it is the authors (Songchao* and me) who freely decided to 
retract it, and this case is rare enough to be highlighted. We think we did a 
mistake and we tell it. This is how science should work. 
*[Sonchao is his obedient student I believe, who I also never heard of]. 
I think I have been fair enough to tell you what I think and to give you the 
possibility to correct this mistake. 

https://www.mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/4/64
https://www.mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/4/64


 
I could have written the letter without having any prior contact with you. 
 
Now, I think we're going to write the letter and have an open discussion about 
this pseudo-demonstration, at least I'm sure it will provoke some reactions 
and interesting discussions and you'll get a lot of cites! 
 
Best regards 
 
 
Robert Blakemore <rob.blakemore@gmail.com> 

 

29 Jun 
2019, 
02:38 

  
 

to Dominique 

 
 

I think I said at least 8,580 Gt C; it is probably much greater, my point is that 
nobody knows. However, my estimate is better than NASA's as they ignore 
terrain as does yours of just " Worldwide, soils contain between 1,500 and 
3,000 Pg ". What! Even conservative IPCC have over 4,000 Gt.  Also I included 
glomalin (+3-27%) and Walkely-Black (+1.3% or something) underestimations. 
And soil depth is same as a length of string. Rendzinas or deserts have little soil, 
loess great depth. 
Sorry but you are missing the point and your retraction paper demonstrates this. 
Try this: put a piece of A4 paper on your keyboard. Now raise it in the middle a 
bit. Can you see more keys?  Also the Keyboard is usually on a 1-5 degree 
slant. That means that your A4 paper is actually has less than A4 surface when 
tilted or skewed.  Yet all SOC measurements are made on planimetric basis 
and then multiplied by planimentric area so are simply wrong precisely because 
soil is a mantel or skin following the contours. (Is your body surface area the 
same as your shadow on a wall?!). Even my dog knows that hills are hilly! And 
he cannot even spell "pseudo".  
 
Actually it is massively insulting for you to use this term.  
 
Especially when you have manipulated your Fig 1 in retraction paper so the 
upper curved area has the same projection as the flat one. If you take the flat 
one and bend it in the middle is it less profile area.  Photoshopped I guess. And 
I note that you are an editor of that journal  so it is all a bit cosy. 
Sorry, I do not know what your point is or what you are trying to prove. If 
you do know about SOC you will also know that Batjes 
(2018 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ldr.3209) thinks your 
4p1000 idea is wrong. Please go and annoy him not me (or my dog). 
And you did not answer my open and honest question, who are the people who 
are putting you up to this? 
Actually you are not being very brave as I cannot find you clearly state that you 
recommend "organic farming" as the solution. Why is that? 

 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ldr.3209


Better way 
Inbox x 

Robert Blakemore <rob.blakemore@gmail.com> 

 

Sat, 29 
Jun, 

01:33 

  
 

to Dominique 

 
 

Hello again, 
Rather than denying the inevitable (that the land is hilly), may I suggest that you 
embrace change and collaborate to make a real difference.  
Today in France you had 45 degrees; maybe soon Sahara will arrive... 
Solution must be made soon, there is no 10 year or 30 year plan only action 
now. Here is my modest suggestion for next year that you may note also has 
acknowledgement of 4p1000: 
https://veop.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/veop-3-2019.pdf   
Regards, 
Rob B 

 
Dominique Arrouays <dominique.arrouays@inra.fr> 

 

Sat, 29 
Jun, 17:21 

  
 

to me 

 
 

Nice paper. 
I see that you find the 4/1000 aspirational 'slogan' not so idiot. 
Actually it is a 'slogan' not a real target. 
But it makes people thinf about soils as a C sink and 180 organizations 
and 40 countries already signed it. 
Thank you. 
Doesn't solve the issue I raised however. 
I agree the land is hilly, bur soil profiles are dug vertically (in 
absolute vertical way, not perpendicularly to their surfarce. 
And you cannot estimate SOCs by simply using a fine DEM. 
This is my only point. 
Allthe best 
 

Limei Huang <limei.huang@mdpi.com> 

 

Tue, 23 
Jul, 14:51 

  
 

to me, Soil, Janey 

 
 

Dear Dr. Blakemore, 
 
We just receive a Comment on your paper published in Soil Systems last year: 

https://veop.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/veop-3-2019.pdf


Non-Flat Earth Recalibrated for Terrain and Topsoil 
https://www.mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/4/64 
Please kindly check the attached file and provide your reply as soon as 
possible. For some examples, please visit here: 
https://www.mdpi.com/search?q=&authors=&journal=&article_type=reply&searc
h=Search 
Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any questions. Look forward 
to hearing from you. 
 
Kind regards, 
Ms. Limei Huang 
Managing Editor 
Soil Syst. (http://www.mdpi.com/journal/Soil Syst./) 
 

[My response was that I did not want to reply: “Hello Limei, How are you? Do I really 

need to reply? It seems these objectors have not read my paper and thus their 

arguments are flawed and pointless.” But that chemist and journal editor told me: “Yes, 

a Reply is necessary. It is also a chance to describe your views more clearly.” So I 

reluctantly complied the same week and there followed delay and more than 50 emails of little 

general interest that dragged on for more than four months... What a waste of my time]. 

Update in June 2020: this has now gone of for about a year with ~200 email exchanged, mainly 

me politely asking for progress reports and updates with many excuses and dishonest 

promises (lies!) in replies by editors. In frustration I emailed Prof Scott Endorf as the Editor-in-

Chief, on Wed. 23rd Oct. 2019 at 16:51 after three long months wait; but this too did not get 

any reply from him until Wed. 13th May 2020 at 09:50, nearly seven long months later!). Why?  

Soil Chemist Prof. Scott Fendorf 

(https://profiles.stanford.edu/scott-fendorf) is Professor, and Senior Associate Dean, School of 

Earth, Energy, and Environmental Science Stanford University CA 94305 USA and Senior Fellow 

at the Woods Institute for the Environment who specializes in deep As (Ref.). [Stanford is one 

of the few universities seemingly still supporting ridiculous & dangerous, but profitable, 

artificial CCS and/or BECCS schemes: https://sccs.stanford.edu/; 

https://www.mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/4/64
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www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5879697/; BECCS Panel | Energy @ Stanford & SLAC 

2018; news.stanford.edu/press-releases/2018/04/23/new-credits-makepture-profitable/]. 

OK World “EXPERTS”, what is the total soil carbon? Today, French 4p1000.org website 

(web.archive.org/web/20191205162521/https://www.4p1000.org/) says categorically, there is 

1,500 Gt SOC globally. But their 4p1000 manifesto (Minasny et al. 2017) suggests there is 2,400 

Gt SOC. Yet Arrouays seems to promote just 1,417 Gt SOC (seemingly based upon Hiederer & 

Köchy (2011) where the amended Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD) was used. All 

these based upon a flat-Earth of just 12-15 Gha! And seemingly all accept Batjes data from 

1996 based upon information from before 1990s (>30 years ago, since when at least 60 Gt C 

has been added to SOC according to IPPC). Or maybe soil deeper than 1 m may have a bit of 

carbon too, plus permafrost soils to 1.5 Km depth & peat need to be included to depth & 

glomalin (extra 27%?); plus terrain that, up to now, is ignored, etc., etc. Anyway, are any of 

these guys proper field Ecologists, or just more dumb chemists parroting each other? 

Now I don’t know if they really want me to explain how the land on Earth is not flat, or to try 

to explain how a chemist or engineer is unable to understand the very basics of Ecology. I am 

sorry but this is way beyond my remit. If I tried to talk chemistry I would sound as dumb too. 

 

Seemingly Arrouays supports just 1,417 Gt global SOC to 1 m. Yet IPCC (2019a: 2-97)[7] have: 

“global soil organic carbon (SOC) stock down to 1 m depth, varying between 2500 Pg to 3400 

Pg”. Well, who is correct? Or are they all venally wrong? Cui bono? 

Maybe if they claim just 1,417 Gt then show how they have increased this they get a bonus??? 

In reality no one knows the total soil carbon. But my reasoned and justified estimates of 

>10,000 Gt SOC may be more realistic and likely than just ~1,500 Gt as 4p1000.org claims… 

Below is his Comment in full that was sent to me in July, 2019 and to which I replied, in detail. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5879697/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsXq7HcV4sU
https://news.stanford.edu/press-releases/2018/04/23/new-credits-makepture-profitable/
https://web.archive.org/web/20191205162521/https:/www.4p1000.org/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0016706117300095?via%3Dihub
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2019/08/Fullreport-1.pdf


 



 

[THE ABOVE TEXT IS THE ORIGINAL COMMENT THAT MY REPLY SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSED]. 

Part of my reasonable reply (unpublished by journal for no good reason...) here 
raw:- 

Proponents of French 4p1000.org needs a reply as their manifesto claims: “If we take the land 

area of the world as 149 million km2 [= 14.9 Gha on a flat-Earth], it would be estimated that on average 

there are 161 tonnes of SOC per hectare” yet they falsely report global SOC of just 1500 Gt (e.g 

web.archive.org/web/20191205162521/https://www.4p1000.org/ accessed 27th May, 2020) despite 

many authors already having given much higher estimates. For example, SOC total by Reiners 

(1973)[2] was 9120; IPCC (2013)[3] had up to 4800; Lal et al. (2011: 1)[4] 4600 (plus 1700 

inorganic carbon); Köchy et al. (2015)[5] 3000; and “HWSD” dataset 2469.5 Gt to 1 m (Heiderer 

& Köchy 2011: 50, tabs. 11,18)[6] that doubled for >1 m is >4938 Gt. Determining a true SOC 

value is imperative for global carbon cycle estimates and reliable accounting. 

Subsequent Studies Supporting SOC Stock Raise 

Overall, the original study (Blakemore 2018b: tab. 5)[1] found flat soil surfaces are about 

doubled for measurements down to sample size of cm2, or quadrupled at mm2 scale. Greater 

soil area accommodates more plants/biocrust/phytomenon and has more exposure to the 

elements thereby validating productivity (NPP) and soil organic matter (SOC) increases. 

Grounded studies subsequent to the 2018 terrain/topsoil recalibration paper tend to confirm 

new concepts and support elevated results, in particular SOC stocks reasonably raised above 

8580 Gt to >10,000–12,000 Gt partly due to starting values now much higher than just 1500–3000 

Gt SOC, e.g.: 

http://smartdigiag.com/downloads/journal/malone2017_3.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20191205162521/https:/www.4p1000.org/
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=hNFXklt2CxwC&pg=PA2&lpg=PA2&dq=permafrost+soc+1700&source=bl&ots=x1r41eZ7z4&sig=ACfU3U0Bv7j-tEsO1KkXIxOMhLs-MbGuBw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiYmv6Z2c3nAhWHwpQKHYeECB8Q6AEwDHoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=permafrost%20soc%201700&f=fals
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC68528/lbna25225enn.pdf


1. IPCC’s most recent report (IPCC 2019a: 2-97)[7] has: “global soil organic carbon (SOC) 

stock down to 1 m depth, varying between 2500 Pg to 3400 Pg [cf. 4p1000.org 1500 Pg!] with 

differences among databases largely attributable to C stored in permafrost”. Median SOC 

value of ~3000 Gt doubled >1 m is ~6000 and, if reasonably doubled again for neglected 

terrain, is ~12,000 Gt. 

2. IPCC (2019a, 2019b)[7–8] values consolidated with cryosols (permafrost) and peats are 

4700–5600 Gt (median ~5000) to >3 m depth, readily doubled for terrain to ~10,000 Gt 

SOC. 

3. Tifafi et al. (2018)[9] found datasets, e.g. SoilGrids’s 3421 Gt, underestimate field data 

by >40% to likely give >5700 Gt SOC to just 1 m soil depth (doubled for depth = ~11,400 

Gt?). 

4. Gross & Harrison (2019)[10] cite bulk density (BD) errors in SOC field data up to -36%. 

5. Cotching (2018)[11] confirmed national SOC databases (e.g. Australia or UK) to limited 

depths underestimate on-the-ground field survey results by 8–83%. 

6. Nichols & Peteet (2019)[12] report an overlooked 510 Gt extra SOC in northern 

peatlands. 

7. Blakemore (2019a, 2019b, 2020)[13–15] collates how bulk density, flat-Earth, shallow 

soil and peat miscalculations now raise SOC totals from low earlier figures to >10,000 

Gt. 

8. Crowther et al (2019: fig. 2C)[16] falsely claims just 1500 Gt SOC (from 4p1000.org?), 

but their SoilGrids dataset graph has 4595 Gt to 2 m (pers. obs.) that may be doubled 

for terrain and soil deeper than 2 m plus an extra 510 Gt peat to >10,000 Gt SOC (Figure 

1). 

 

Figure 1. Adapted from Crowther et al. (2019: fig. 2C)[16] clearly demonstrating relative 

importance and geographical allocations of flammable trees and other aboveground vegetation 

vs. soil SOC carbon storage to just 2 m (yet base of boreal permafrost may reach 1.5 km). Forests 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2019/08/Fullreport-1.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2019/08/Fullreport-1.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1002/2017GB005678
http://www.billcotching.com/Cotching_Geoderma_2017.pdf
https://vermecology.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/the-ocean-lies-still/
https://vermecology.wordpress.com/2019/09/20/soc-upped-after-uninvited-comment-on-soil-syst-2018-2-64/
https://vermecology.wordpress.com/2020/01/16/solum-solace/
doi:%2010.1126/science.aav0550
doi:%2010.1126/science.aav0550


are cleared and land degraded mainly to satisfy excessive red-meat diets. Options for re-

greening of dishes and of deserts, especially in over-grazed Australia, India, N. Africa and Mid 

East, offer greatest global potential for restoration of lost humus. Cf. Blakemore (2018: figs. 11–

12, tab. 10)[1]. 

Regardless of all such prior references, the objectors maintain (Soil Sys. ??): “This striking 

result [SOC >8580 Gt] suggests that current estimates of global SOC are four to six times 

underestimated”, evidently defending their total global SOC value as low, or less than, 1500 Gt. 

Moreover, an answer to their query was already provided in Blakemore (2018b: 19, tab. 6)[1], 

viz.: “Tangible sub-samples are taken on the ground at fixed core sample volumes with a 

constant planimetric area (cm−2 or m−2 perpendicular to the centre of the Earth) and then 

multiplied by a biome’s area, thus mass may be adjusted to comply only by adding biome area 

by adding terrain/topsoil relief.” As elaborated via emails and blog (Blakemore 2019b)[14], key 

Reply points are: 

1. SOC was upped not only for terrain, but also due to global soil bulk density re-

calculations that compel revision in a way that only terrain can explain. 

2. Bulk density and soil carbon data are planimetric because all vertical samples are sliced 

horizontally so blindly ignore terrain yet all calculations must be for truly bumpy 

biomes. 

Two likely outcomes are either these many results of more than 1500 Gt SOC are wrong 

(and earth is flat), or else the objectors’ planimetric model is false. Some flaws in their shifting 

geometry argument (and how inadequate sampling fails to reflect real-life terrain so cannot 

possibly account for soils’ true total carbon content) are shown in Figure 2 (cf. Blakemore 2018b: 

figs. 1, 6–9, A1–4)[1]. 

  

Figure 2. Idealized soil sampling for bulk density, % carbon and total SOC. Shifting shape 

invariably changes area. An Asian tamanoren bead-curtain of length L, if tilted 48° (red angle 

arrow) due to gravity reduces its planimetric footprint by a third from Lslope = Lplane / cos(σ) but 

not its composition: Albeit compressed, also offset. Properly leveled, the conceptual curtain’s 

https://www.mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/4/64
https://vermecology.wordpress.com/2019/09/20/soc-upped-after-uninvited-comment-on-soil-syst-2018-2-64/


footprint ups +50%. Soil samples – like bead-strings – are always vertical to depth. Plus sigmoid 

curvature and tortuosity (green) along a natural slope’s Y-axis transect may stretch its true 

surface area by another +50%, or +100% overall. Any up slope has an equal down slope 

somewhere to further double this effect. A tip-truck with its constant soil content is another 

analogy. As most land on Earth is demonstrably non-flat, all biome calculations henceforth 

require recalibration for real topographical surface areas. 

POSTSCRIPT  

Earlier this year (in 2019) a scandal reported in Le Monde about scientists being listed by 

M0NSANT0 as supporters of toxic GLYPH0SATE biocide. The Director General of INRA, 

Olivier LE GALL (purple box), was the most prominent -

www.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2019/05/09/fichier-monsanto-le-monde-porte-

plainte_5460196_3244.html! So we can see how venal science can be and how much courage it 

takes to work for true unbiased and unbought Science. 

Of note is the main objectors’ French government organization, INRA, closely collaborates with 

German Bayer AG (IG-Farben, M0NSANT0) corporation, seller of non-organic no-till chemicals, 

according to its website (www.bayer.fr/agriculture-societe): “En France, nous travaillons en étroite 

coopération avec des équipes universitaires et des organismes de recherche comme l’INRA (Institut 

national de la recherche agronomique) ou le CNRS (Centre national de la recherche scientifique) avec 

lesquels il a été signé un accord cadre de recherche. Les travaux communs avec le CNRS portent 

notamment sur les besoins alimentaires mondiaux.” 

Topsoil erosion rate is 2,000 tonnes per second (the remainder rapidly poisoned by 

agrichemicals, pollution and acidity/salinity) as our greatest global threat. The best fix for this 

and for greenhouse gases is organic farming with healthy, earthworm-worked soil humus as 

the only safe carbon store on Earth. Yet 4p1000 does not explicitly support organic farming... 

Regardless of these continual revisions, much historic work and all future proposals may soon 

become irrelevant as the climate crisis and ecological collapse become inevitable. Already in 

January to July 2019 global extinctions, CO2, wildfires and temperature records are exceeded. 

The urgent imperative is for soil scientists to work together without ego or arrougance to 

provide their public service obligations inherent in the privilege of ecological research. 

Recalibration of the Earth’s true surface may allow natural and practical humification solutions 

to be rapidly applied. One simple ‘shutdown’ suggestion, itself involving revised SOC and NPP 

totals along with reenergized vermi-composting, is here – 

preprints.org/manuscript/201904.0109/v1 ; veop.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/veop-3-2019.pdf, 

with CO2 turnover time of 3.6 years. But “4 per 1,000” remains a worthy goal if redirected to 

ensure an earthworm population of at least four worms per 1000 cm3 or per spadefull of topsoil. 

Maintaining earthworms and restoring soil carbon are explicit aims of organic farming 

(Howard 1940, Balfour 1975, Blakemore 2016) and of Permaculture (Mollison 1988), both 

established well before 4p1000.org was conceived. 

RJB 23rd OCT., 2019 Zama, Japan and now updated in June, 2020 
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-oOo- 

On a completely separate & historical subject concerning earlier EU attempts, I am quite proud 

to find my family name participating as members of the original “happy few” Band of Brothers 

with King Harry’s armies (selection from https://www.medievalsoldier.org/dbsearch/): 

 

Cool there is an archer called “Piers” = Pierce. Battle of Agincourt in 1415 was a famous English 

victory in the Hundred Years' War, made famous in Shakespear’s “Henry V” play. 

 

Agincourt battle in scene from 15th-century miniature. 

First 

Name 
Surname Rank Captain Name Commander Year 

Nature of 

Activity 

Referenc

e 

Piers Blakemore Archer 

Arundel, 

Richard Fitz 

Alan, earl of 

Arundel, 

Richard Fitz 

Alan, earl of 

1388 
Exped 

Naval 

TNA 

E101/41/

5 

William Blakemore Archer 

Arundel, 

Thomas, Earl 

of 

Henry V 1415 
Exped 

France 

TNA 

E101/47/

1 

John Blakemore 
Man-at-

arms 

Devon, Hugh 

Courtenay, 

Earl of 

Devon, Hugh 

Courtenay, 

Earl of 

1418 
Naval 

Exped 

TNA 

E101/49/

34 

John Blakemore 
Man-at-

arms 

Retford, Philip, 

Sir 

Beaufort, 

John, Duke of 

Somerset 

1443 
Exped 

France 

TNA 

E101/54/

5 
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http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/catalogue/searchresults.asp?CATREF=E101%2F54%2F5&gotoref.x=80&gotoref.y=8&gotoref=GO&SearchType=6&SearchInit=4


 

Siege of Conches in 1442 at the time of the Battle of Verneuil was when Sir John Talbot, newly 

the first Earl of Shrewsbury encountered Jean d'Orléans, Count of Dunois, also known as the 

"Bastard of Orléans" (French: bâtard d'Orléans). It is not known if any of these archers survived, 

or if they kept their bow fingers. 

 

La Bataille de Verneil in 1442. 

First 

Name 
Surname Rank 

Captain 

Name 

Field 

Commander 

Nature of 

Activity 
Location Date Reference 

John Blakemore Archer 
Ogard, 

Andrew 
 Garrison Vire 

1424

0322 

BL_EgCh_1

49 

Robert Blakemore 

Archer; 

Personal 

Retinue, 

siege of 

Conches 

(with 

garrison 

of 

Neubourg

) 

Fauconberg

, William 

Lord 

York, 

Richard 

Plantagenet, 

duke of 

Garrison 

detachme

nt in field 

Siege of 

Conches 

1442

0818 

BN_msfr_2

5776_1576 
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